Yangthang in western Ladakh. Kim Gutschow (Cambridge, MA) detailed a
lay fasting rite known as Snlyung gnas which is performed in Zanskar and
shed new light on Turner's theory of liminality. Finally in a session called
"Conununityand Belonging", David Pinault (Chicago) discussed the ways
in which the annual Muharram rilUals celebrated in Leh township have
functioned in recent years to mediate communal relations among the Shia,
Sunni and Buddhist populations, while Martin Sijkefeld (Hamburg)
analysed "the nationalist imagination" that has emerged in the Northern
Areas of Pakistan, whose inhabitants suffer from much political
discrimination.
The third day was entirely devoted to development and education
with a set of papers on sustainable development, non-conventional energy
sources and ecological agriculture read by Sonam Dawa (Leh), P.G. Dhar
Chakrabarti (Jammu), Jigmet Namgyal (Leh) and Mohd. Oeen (Leh);
Mohd. Raza Abbasi (Kargil) exposed the role of voluntary organisations in
the development of Kargil Disl ricts, while Mohd. Jaffar Akhoon (Kargil)
spoke on the scope of tourism. In addition, special attention was devoted 10
education. and particularly to women's issues. David Sonam Dawa (Leh)
stressed the problems of primary education in Leh Districl. Both Kaneez
Falima (Kargi l) and Spalzes Angmo (Leh) gave lively papers on women's
development and education respective ly in Kargil and Leh Districts.
Finally Katherine E. Hay (Copenhagen) highlighted the gender dimension
of modernisation in Ladakh.
On the fourth and last day in a session called "Language and
Literature" Anandamayee Ghosh (Santineketan. West Bengal) examined
the continuity of gzungs sktJd (literary language) which prevails in Ladakh
from the linguistic point of view in common speech and in the wrinen
language. Beuina Zeisler (Berlin) discussed loan-words in the Ladakhi
language: mimicry or integrntion of modem concepts. We may also include
under this thema the paper given on the second day by Ravina Aggarwal
who, taking the example of a novel wriuen by Abdul Ghani Sheikh,
discussed the various problems arising when trnnslating modem literature.
Most of the papers delivered during the colloquium (plus some
others ... ) wil l appear in van Beek, Manijn and Kristoffer Brix Benelsen
(Eds.) Recem Research 011 Ladakh 8. Proceedings of the Eighth
Colloquium of the International Association of Ladakh Studies,
Moesgaard, 5-8 June 1997.
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TilE LIIASA VALLEY

No,·cmbcr 27-29th, J997, Meudon.
Conrerence Report by Heather Sloddard
An interdisciplinary workshop, entitled: 'The Lhasa ValJey: History,
Conservation and Modernisation in Tibetan ArChitecture", was held on the
premises of the UPR 299 (Milieux, soci~t~s et cultures en Himalaya),
CNRS, Meudon. The workshop was funded by the European Science
Foundation, Asia Committee, Leiden. Further grants were provided by the
Institut National des Langues et Civilisations Oriemales and the URA 1229
(Langues et Cultures de l'Aire TilXtaine), CNRS, Paris. The workshop was
initiated and prepared by Heather Stoddard, with the assistance or
Fran90ise Robin. Participants came from the Tibet Autonomous Region of
the People's Republic of China, USA, UK. It aly, Switzerland, Gennany,
Norway and France. Other colleagues were invited from China. Nepal and
India.
The city of Lhasa is, with Jerusalem. Rome. Benares and Mecca, one
of the holy cities of our planet. TIle name itself, Lha.sa, mean ing "Land of
the Gods" or "Sacred Place", proclaims ils origin in the mid-7th c.,
however, archaeological finds confinn the presence of human habitation in
the valley since Neolithic times, 4500 years ago. For two hundred years
capita l of the military empire of Great Tibet, the city became
simultaneously the '·Sacred Place" of Tibetan Buddhism. Lhasa was also
important as a Central Asian city. in historical, cultural and economic
terms, drawing pilgrims and merchants from many parts of Asia. Unique
by its altitude, at 3700 m. above sea level, Lhasa was and still is one of lhe
places on canh that captures the imagination of humankind.
Ulasa is one of fifty pro!ected historic cities of the PRC. However, at
present, the whole valley, including the old city, is undergoing rapid
transformation. TIle very fabric of the heart of Lhasa is in danger. When
the workshop was proposed two years ago, 270 sites remained out of the
650 recorded on Aufschnaiter's map in 1948. At the end of 1997, only 180
survive. This is why the workshop sought to concentrate aHention on city
itself, while at the same time reaching OUI to the broader question of
Tibetan architecture on the high plateau, and beyond.
At present. the Lhasa fli storic City Atlas is under preparation with
Ihe participation of a European-T.A.R. team, headed by Knud Larsen of
Trondheim University, Norway, and it was this on-the-ground work done
by us over the last four year which created the impetus for the present
workshop. French tibetology has also produced a rich and interesting new
corpus of materials on Lhasa in the 17th c. during the reign of the Great
Fifth Dalai Lama, in Lhasa. Lieu dll Divin, Olizane 1997, cd. F. Ponunarel.
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The workshop is the first to be held specifically dedicatc~ to thi~ su~ject.
Its aim was inlerdisciplinary, including anthropologlsls, hlst~nans,
architects, libeloiogisls and sinoiogists. h was a!so an expenm~nt,
venturing into the sensitive area of cultural heritage conservatIon,
restoration and developmem in Tibet.

Topics for papers and discussion included the following:
.
• Myth, history and architecture: f~un~ations of me .Lhasa v~l~ey • Tlbe.tan
and Asian history: Lhasa, Holy Cuy In Central ASIa : TradltlO~al habItat
and religious architecture on the Tibetan plateau. Lmks and mflu.ences
beyond - Technical aspects of Tibetan architecture -.The future of TI~tan
and Himalayan architecture - Traditional arc~l!ec.l ure.:. reslorallon,
conservation and development planning - SA YE: Histone; CItIes of Europe
Project: its application in an Asian context- Social.studie!;: the .dynami~s of
liv ing historic cit ies - Mapping, town planning - A rchIves, VIsual
documenlation and development of CD ROM resources.
The declared sciemijic objectives of the workshop were as follows:
- Creation of an East-West forum fo r scientific research and exchange on
Tibetan architecture and habitat - Creation of a strategy f,or the restoration,
protection and development of traditional architecture on the Tibetan
plateau - - Creation of Archives of Tibetan Architecture.

It remains to be seen to whal extent the above-mentioned long-tenn
scientific objectives wi ll develop in the present contex t of rampant
capita lism, construction of concrete jungles. and the modernisation of
society in China and Tibet. it is to be ho~d, however, that a ~~i ~~tened
awareness of the values of traditional architecture, and the POSSibIli ties for
its development in the fu tu re, will contribute 10 the p rotection of the
historic city. As we heard during discussions, the Phala House was saved
this year, following the initiative taken by Lhasa city residenls. This is one
important aspect of the evolving situation. Mo~t o~ thes,: l opic~ were
covered o r touched upon by the speakers or m diSCUSSion, with the
exception of the development of CD ROM resources. Several French
co lleagues who did not present papers ac ted as chai.rpersons for the
different sessions. and took an active pan in discussions. A round table was
held at the end of the workshop, during which suggestions on fu ture
strategy were discussed. It was concluded that two comp l em~nt~ry
approaches should be pursued: 1. Resea rch under present eX iSt ing
agreements should be continued. with small on the g round projects
working with local authorities. 2. The possibility of launching a large-scale
intemationa l project should be explored.
Kegan PaU l, London, made an early proposal to publish proceedings of the
workshop.
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Michael Mi.ihlich: Tradi/lollelle Opposition: IlIdiyjdualital und Weltbild
der Slterpa, Freiburg im Breisgau. 1994, Centaurus Verlag. Kuhuren im
Wandel vol. 7, Pfaffenweiler, 1996,305 pp. (Published dissenation).
Since Nepal opened its borders 10 the westem world in the 1950s, the
Sherpa of Solu-Khumbu have continuously attracted researchers focusing
on the Buddhist religion and rituals. In addition. researchers interested in
their history, economy and trade have also contributed to make the Sherpa
probably one of the best·known ethnic groups in South Asia and the
Himalayas. However, their character and lifestyle have rarely been
examined independently from their adherence to Buddhism. Within that
perspective, a one-dimensional point of view has a lso contributed 10 the
rather uncritical subsumption of different lines of thought encompassed in
what Ortner (1989) called "the concept of high religion".
As my own resea rch in Solu and Bauddhanath, from November
1991-May 1993. has shown, opposing views ex ist among the Sherpa
concerning Buddhist institutions, with consequences reaching into the
present. I did not, however, try to point out different schools of thought but
to concentrate on the endurance of diverse lifestyles expressed in religious
and social institutions and their organisation. The chief opposition exists
between what I call the Lama system, on one hand, and the indigenous
mort!!! system, on the other. The title Lama connOies "superior", and the
"ideal" system derived from it is built on the high re ligious precepts of
hierarchy with religious institutions, sustained by promoting asceticism ,
lifelong vows of celibacy, a tendency 10 segregate the common people and
the exclusion of people from lower caSles to achieve membership within
religious institutions as well as within ritual organisations of the village.
On the social level, mutual assistance is reduced to a minimum, while
fonnal contracts and wage- labour relations are lak ing over the role of
infonnal relations and relations of equality. However, to conclude, as
Ortner (1978) d id , that Sherpa Buddhism completes the atomistic
tendencies of their social structure seems far-fetched.
Thus, a rather different pictu re of thei r communities emerges when
one looks at the "common" Sherpa morLSa system. The Shcrpa word
mortsa denotes "common account" or "common interest", or more
precisely, "to collect fund s and other help within the community and
contribu te (0 a primary or common interest". At first glance, this does not
seem very different from the Newar gwlzi system. However, their system
was traditionally more restricted to outsiders than the Sherpa system.
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